NEWS RELEASE
Satisco use ClearPriority Operational Intelligence as key monitoring and Alert
component of their Financial Control Tower Appliance (FCT)
BRUSSELS. May 1st 2013 – ClearPriority, leader in real-time Operational Intelligence today announced that it has
entered into a solutions partner agreement with Satisco, the Belgian headquartered consultancy business that
specialises in integration.
The introduction of SEPA payments across Europe has put a new focus on the need for robust, accurate and well
controlled financial format transformations and messaging. FCT - Financial Control Tower - is intended for companies
which are looking for a comprehensive, robust, reliable and powerful solution that can provide them with total
managerial control of their incoming and outgoing financial flows.
Whatever the nature of those flows (payments, order management, settlement, reconciliation…) or their formats
(SWIFT, SEPA, FIX, FpML, internal format…), FCT will be able to process them according to pre-defined
transformation rules supporting transformation, validation, monitoring, alerting, performance, archiving, traceability – a
combination of functionalities that allow them full control of your incoming and outgoing financial flows.
This partnership alliance will combine Satisco’s deep technical skills and banking knowledge where 65% of its activity
involves fields such as Swift, SEPA, payments or order management with ClearPriority’s expertise in the delivery of
continuous monitoring and alerting mechanisms provided by our core Operational Intelligence Platform and dashboard
technology.
“Our hands-on experience with several projects within several financial institutions in Europe over eight years has
enabled us to identify a series of frequent and recurring needs in financial flow management (including payments).
Today, we provide a complete, appropriate and efficient answer to them, with FCT - Financial Control Tower, and a
key component of that is the ClearPriority alerting mechanism and dashboard that offers excellent visibility and into
issues that need immediate resolution”
Alain Kunnen, Chairman Satisco
“We are delighted that Satisco has incorporated ClearPriority’s Operational Intelligence Platform into their FCT
Appliance. We see this as an excellent example of the strength of partnerships between organisations with strong
vertical market credentials and the use of a technology that provides continuous monitoring and alerting in a wide
variety of application areas.”
Christophe Delcorte, CEO ClearPriority
Satisco was created in 2005, as an IT consultancy that specialises in IT solution integration. Unlike a traditional IT
consultancy, Satisco has decided to focus its expertise on specific IBM tools such as IBM Websphere TX (WTX), IBM
Websphere Message Broker (WMB) and IBM Sterling B2B Integrator. Satisco is Europe’s primary expert in relation to
these various tools, which are used in banking, financial, mass distribution, logistics and transport environments,
among others. The company has offices in Luxembourg, Belgium, France and The Netherlands.
ClearPriority - provides non-technical staff with the ability to understand situations that require continuous monitoring
and reaction in real-time and that can present threats and/or opportunities to any or all parts of an organization. These
experts will design and implement the operational intelligence system through the use of a simple graphical event
modeling tool and a highly intelligent operational intelligence platform.
This capability is delivered through two main components:
The Real-Time Operational Intelligence Platform
RedFlag Operational Intelligence Solutions – Tailor-able Solutions built on the platform
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